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Mm for the elderly in Sun City, a unique community for retirees in
s are 25.000 of them, must be or have a mate who is 50 years .old or
and loneliness. The senior citizens of Sun City can and do enjoy more
lal facilities.
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human life phase . . . It enjoys its own dignity, its
own privileges and character."
The view that a majority' of the elderly are relatively happy may come as a surprise to most people,
but recent studies appear to support this position.
Louis WilkerTJf the New York City office of Aging said, a just completed study of the aged poor
in the city surprisingly revealed that more than75 per cent of them described themselves as "very
nappy" or "fairly happy." Most of them said they
had satisfactory relationships with relatives,
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In this regard, he said, it is very important to
"keep the realities of the aged straight. Negative
stereotypes can be very harmful." When younger
people tend to feel sorry for the aged and stay away
from them, their attitudes are reflected in the self- i m a g e of the elderly.
Sociologist Neugarten says that studies of large
and representative samples of older persons now
go far toward exploding some of the outmoded
images of the tiged.
"For example, old persons do not become isolated and neglected by their families, although
both generations prefer separate households,"
she said in an article in Psychology Today, Dec.

1971. "Old people are not dumped into mental

hospitals, by cruel or indifferent children. They
are not necessarily lonely or desolate if they live
alone. Few of them ever show overt signs of mental
deterioration or senility, and only a small proportion ever become mentally ill."
The CrUCipI point seems to be that many of the
problems associated with oldLage are,JiOkSO jmich
the result of aging per se as they a t e i>f other fae T

tors — deep-rooted poverty, urbap; deejay, infla'tiQn,
crime in the streets and persdnaUtytraits.
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Most of us can accept in older jpeppje th^common
physical characteristics of a g t a g ^ c h a$ grey hair,

mity.Onthecon' human life that

loes every other

Vitality is reflected in the face of this did woman. Although most people fear aging
because we tend to associate it with such unpleasant symptoms as senility, poverty
and sickness, there is strong evidence that those who make the effort to "stay young"
can remain mentally and physically youthful into Che 70s and beyond.

wrinkled skin, slowness of movement, It*is,when

- w e see older people oppressed, or- suffering t h a t

. 'vie become alarmed.
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John Jenkins sits alone in his home in jGrdjpnor^&€..^
out for
food or firewood. So he sits in the cold and waits for help; More than 25 pe^* cent of
the nation's elderly live along.
Photos by RNS
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